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PROLOGUE 
 
 

icolas stared blankly at the overlord dragon. He stared into 
its face of timeless Death and no longer cared. In fact, his 
thoughts drifted away from the anguish swelling up inside 

him and wandered back to the Saturday morning, long ago. To when he 
first saw the crow. 

It seemed ages ago. 
 
He felt the sum of his entire life surge-up inside him. Like a last draught 

of breath, filling his lungs before plunging into a cold pool of water, 
Nicolas’ life up to this point—its safe sense of who he was and what he 
was—crowded inside him until all he could see were cataracts of greyish 
memories. He knew nothing would ever be the same. Life would never 
again be defined by the kinds of things most boys busy themselves with 
before they stumble into manhood. 

The knife Nicolas held in his hand—awash with thick, wet, dark 
blood—had made sure of that. Its thin blade had done what no amount of 
youthful experiences could have done. In the twist of a single moment, it 
had severed—murdered, really—his past; laid his memories to rest inside a 
hateful coffin of sudden violence. And like a survivor at a funeral wake, 
Nicolas looked hard at those memories—especially the memories of that 
frosty Saturday morning long ago—to try and memorize them, relive them 
if only for a moment. But with each drop of blood from the sodden knife, 
he could feel them fade. They weakened and withered until they were gone. 

Now empty, his eyes slowly adjusted once again. He stared at the 
enormous demon.  

And, in that small moment, Nicolas knew—he truly knew—he had 
become a Wren. The king of birds. 

N 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

A PECULIAR MORNING 
 
 

ven before he got out of bed, Nicolas Bennett knew this was 
going to be strange day. It was going to be a strange day indeed. 

 
He knew it was Saturday, and he knew it was the 31st of October. 

Halloween. And, as it so happened, it was also Nicolas’ birthday. His 
twelfth birthday. 

But those things weren’t strange. The strangeness was how the day began. 
It began—bizarrely and in a most unexpected, peculiar way—with a 
shadow. 

 
After waking, Nicolas yawned and lay quietly in his bed, watching the 

paleness of the early morning light cast sleepy silhouettes against his attic 
bedroom’s walls. Over the high lip of his bed’s footboard, Nicolas could 
see his room’s single, small, round window. Sparkling frost trimmed the 
window panes and made the comforting weight of his bed’s tattered old 
quilt feel especially warm and safe. 

On most weekend mornings, Nicolas loved to lie still in bed and spy on 
the world as it woke up. Bright sunrays would slip through the gloomy 
shades of the woods beyond his home, and birds would begin to chat busily 
with each other as if discussing the past week’s news. Nicolas would feel the 
wall behind his headboard gently rattle as his father, Peter Bennett, strode 
from the house to “shake out his legs” with an early morning stroll. 
Nicolas’ mum, Sarah Bennett, would sing softly to herself, bustling about 
their small kitchen and making a “fry up,” a scrumptious breakfast of thick 
bacon, poached eggs, fried tomatoes and mushrooms, fried bread with 

E 
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butter, Cumberland sausage, and hot mugs of tea. The family’s cat, Thomas 
(which his father called “Sir Thomas More”), would be scolding the family’s 
dog, Jasper (which his father called “Jasper Carrott”), for lying across the 
threshold of the side door, waiting for father’s return, and blocking 
Thomas’ way of escaping to the outside world. On most weekend 
mornings, Nicolas loved to lie still in bed and let the world wake up around 
him. 

But this particular morning felt different. Peculiar. 
The night before, a suspicious, cold fog had crept into the nearby 

woods. Now, as the dawn struggled awake, the fog’s chilly fingers lingered, 
groping through the hedgerow at the edge of the family’s small sheep 
pasture. A snap of early winter weather had blown in from the darkness of 
the Irish Sea, and the birds were keeping quiet in their nests. Nicolas’ father 
hadn’t left the house yet, and he couldn’t hear his mum bustling about the 
small kitchen making breakfast. The small farm house felt hushed. Silent. 

Nicolas lay in his bed, looking out at the early morning, the wintry fog, 
and the dreary sky. He imagined he was all alone. 

 
A shadow suddenly filled his room’s small window. It bobbed and 

jerked about in shudders and shakes, blocking out most of the morning’s 
first light. Then, with startlingly intensity, the shadow began striking the 
window’s glass. 

The flurry of violent strikes on the glass made Nicolas jump. He was 
sure the window was going to break, and for a moment, he even imagined 
he heard a loud pop and crack. The noise was thunderous in the small attic 
bedroom as if someone was throwing stones at his window. Nicolas felt an 
overwhelming urge to plug his ears and dive safely under his bed’s thick 
quilt. 

But Nicolas didn’t plug his ears. He didn’t hide. Instead, he sat up. 
Straight up. 

He stared at the window. The part of Nicolas that made him sit up was 
deeply curious, and his eyes were controlling the rest of his body. In spite of 
the unease twisting in his stomach, Nicolas wanted to know what had 
landed so unexpectedly on his windowsill and was beating so loudly on the 
frost-encrusted panes of glass. 

Then, as suddenly as it had begun, the frenzied attack stopped. 
The jerking shadow twitched, nodded, and became absolutely still. 
 
Nicolas felt his heart thumping. He took small, nervous gulps of air. 
The attic bedroom seemed extra quiet. “As quiet as a tomb,” he 

whispered softly to himself, but even at a whisper his voice sounded loud. 
Hesitantly—carefully—he pushed back his warm blankets and, with 

wary movement, swung his legs over the side of his bed. 
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The shadow in the window didn’t move. 
Without taking his eyes away from the window, Nicolas fished around 

for his slippers and wriggled his feet inside. Gingerly, he stood up. His small 
attic room was cold, unusually cold, but Nicolas didn’t bother putting on 
the green-checked bathrobe his mum had given to him for his birthday last 
year. Instead, he took a few, careful steps toward the window. When he was 
within a few inches of it, he stopped. 

Nicolas now stood so close, he could look through the window’s 
unfrosted middle and off to the side of the windowsill. Whatever was 
casting the shadow was sitting there. Unmoving and hidden. 

Nicolas, holding his breath, leaned forward for a look. 
The thing moved. It cocked its large head to one side and suddenly filled 

the middle of the small, round window with a cruel beak and a wild crest of 
jet black feathers. Nicolas froze in place. He was staring into the beady, 
dark eyes of an enormous crow. Each eye was like smooth drops of 
marbled glass. They both had a smoky swirl of deep red, like the last trace 
of a dying sunset. 

Seconds passed by. 
Then, with one last angry rap on the glass, the crow thrust away from 

the windowsill and flew off. The shadow and the crow were gone. 
 
Dazzling rays of sunlight streamed through the empty window. Nicolas 

blinked. The sun had made its way above the horizon, and the fog’s bitter 
fingers had shrunk back into the cover of the woods. 

A sparkling web of cracks now bejeweled the window’s middle pane of 
glass. 

“Stone the crows!” said Nicolas. 
He reached out and touched the cold glass. The tips of his fingers could 

feel the faint trace of the cracks. That’ll make dad hoppin’ mad, he thought 
with a shake of his head. 

He slipped the window’s latch and with a light bump, spun it open on 
its axle hinge. A gust of frigid morning air leapt into the room and sent a 
long shiver along Nicolas’ shoulders. He ducked his head a bit to get a look 
out of the lower half of the window. There, lying precariously on the thin 
ledge of the sill where the crow had perched, sat an odd-looking leaf. It had 
a broad, flat shape and was almost as thin as a piece of parchment paper. 
Tiny veins fanning out from its middle were the color of brightly burnished 
bronze. The rest of the leaf had a coppery color with edges trimmed in a 
dull patina of loamy green. Except for the wooden twig jutting out of its 
base, the leaf looked like it was metal. Nicolas picked it up, slowly turning it, 
and watching as the sun’s warm beams gathered and bounced off its 
metallic surface. He squeezed the copper leaf between his fingers. It felt 
brittle but strong at the same time. He’d never seen anything like it before. 
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“How strange,” Nicolas said, tracing the leaf’s bronze veins with his 
finger. “What a very strange thing to leave behind.” Warily, he looked out 
across the sky half-expecting to catch sight of the ominous crow 
somewhere in the distance. “What a strange way to begin my birthday.” The 
boy shivered. 

Nicolas absently refastened the window and walked to where his 
bathrobe lay draped over one of his bedposts. He laid the leaf on his bed, 
shrugged on his robe, and stood staring at the odd object while rubbing 
some warmth back into his arms. 

“How strange,” he said again. 
 
“Thomas!” The cat leapt onto Nicolas’ bed, startling him. It sat there 

looking idly at him for a moment and then began to clean its spotted paws. 
The soft licking seemed loud in the stillness of the small bedroom. “Where 
is everyone, Thomas?” Nicolas quietly asked. Thomas paused from licking 
himself but didn’t look up. “Where is everyone, Thomas?” Nicolas asked 
again. The cat simply yawned and curled into a tight ball. 

Perhaps they’re planning to surprise me, Nicolas thought hopefully. He 
reached down and kindly tucked his heavy quilt over the cat. Thomas, 
promptly perturbed by the charitable gesture, walked to the other side of 
Nicolas’ bed and curled up again into a tight ball of tabby fur and whiskers. 

Nicolas, now fixated on thoughts about his birthday, imagined walking 
down the narrow stairs from his room and into the kitchen, where his 
father would flip the light switch, and his mum would sing out, “Happy 
birthday!” and give him a big hug. Every year, he looked forward to his 
birthday. In previous years, Nicolas’ father had carefully collected chestnuts 
in early October from a Horse Chestnut Tree in preparation for his 
birthday games. His mum made homemade invitations, carefully telling 
Nicolas to give them out after school since all of his classmates could not 
be invited. The invitations would always say something neat like, “You are 
warmly invited to celebrate Nicolas Bennett’s birthday and his ninth trip 
around the sun at 4 o’clock sharp, on Wednesday, 31st October.” As 
Nicolas’ friends would arrive on the big day, his father would have each 
child repeat after him, “Oddly oddly onker, my first conker,” before giving 
them each a “conker,” a single chestnut with a string threaded through it 
and a knot tied at one end to keep the chestnut in place. Shortly after the 
last guest arrived, the “Great Birthday Conker Tournament” would begin. 
The children would go at it energetically with shouts of “strings!” and “no 
stamps!” and the sharp crack of conkers as they struck each other, flying 
noisily around the Bennett’s small yard until Mr. Bennett, with all the 
seriousness of a headmaster, would examine each child’s conker and (even 
if the conkers weren’t entirely broken) solemnly announce the tournament’s 
winner as “this year’s Conker King!” Other birthday games, like pass-the-
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parcel and “Queenie, Queenie, who’s got the ball?” (which only the girls 
wanted to play), would follow, and because Nicolas’ shared his birthday 
with Halloween, each year his parents would spend the extra money to hire 
a face painter so everyone could run around looking like mummies and 
vampires and witches and ghouls (although the girls always insisted on 
being fairy princesses). As a customary finish, the children would all play 
Nicolas’ favorite game, “What’s the Time, Mr. Wolf?” They would form a 
long line in the Bennett’s small pasture, and the recently crowned “Conker 
King” would be first to play Mr. Wolf. Mr. Wolf would call out “3 o’clock” 
or “9 o’clock” or “7 o’clock” when the other children would ask, “What 
time is it, Mr. Wolf?” With each answer, the children would all take three or 
nine or seven steps toward Mr. Wolf, until Mr. Wolf would suddenly 
answer, “It’s dinner time!” Girls would scream, and boys would yell, as they 
made a mad dash back to their starting mark, trying to avoid being tagged 
by the pursuing Mr. Wolf. Then, when all the children were exhausted and 
out of breath, Nicolas’ mum would sing out “cake time!” from a table set 
up in the yard. 

Every year, only a single lighted candle would decorate the middle of 
Nicolas’ favorite dessert. “After all,” his mum would tell him with a sly 
wink, “we’re only celebrating one year each year. Last year, we celebrated 
last year’s birthday.” Nicolas would shut his eyes tight, always feeling a little 
light-headed after being hunted down by Mr. Wolf, and whisper to himself 
one, big wish before blowing out the candle. Each child would then stand 
in line to receive a thick slice of homemade salted caramel toffee swirl 
cheesecake with a small ball of vanilla bean ice cream on the side. Nicolas’ 
previous birthdays were always a smash, and each October, while other kids 
were talking about trick-or-treating and Halloween parties, Nicolas 
anxiously waited for his birthday to arrive. 

But this year, on Nicolas’ twelfth birthday, there would be no party. 
 
The week before, Nicolas had asked his mum about birthday invitations. 

She had quietly said, “Not this year, my love. Your dad and I aren’t in a 
good place right now, and money is a bit tight.” It was hard for Nicolas to 
remember any occasion when his lovely mum didn’t look happy. Her rosy 
cheeks were always lifted high in a smile, and her green Irish eyes sparkled, 
always merry and a bit mischievous. But when she had said that, her soft 
eyes looked troubled, and Nicolas didn’t ask anything more. 

On Friday, the day before his birthday, Nicolas’ parents both seemed 
distracted and distant. When Nicolas’ father arrived home from work, he 
ate a quick bite of supper and then spent the rest of the evening sitting in 
front of the television, watching the Penrith Rugby Union Football Club 
play a close match in Winter’s Park. Nicolas’ mum had spent most of her 
late afternoon and evening talking on the telephone with his great aunt, 
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Harriet Loretta Cheesebottom, who lived over in Carlisle. For as long as 
Nicolas could remember, Aunt Harriet always seemed to be sick with 
something and to never get any better. Every time she visited, or every time 
Nicolas heard his mum talking with her on the telephone, all conversations 
seemed to revolve around a never-ending list of Aunt Harriet’s complaints 
and ghastly ailments:  painful corns on her toes, newly discovered moles on 
her incredibly fat neck, aches in her back (caused by a lifetime of slouching, 
Nicolas’ father always said), gout in her joints (which sounded nasty even 
though Nicolas didn’t know what “gout” actually was), and an appalling 
wart on her left index finger’s second knuckle, which never seemed to go 
away. 

No one had said much about any birthday celebration. Nicolas’ father, a 
typically cheerful man who was known for sweeping up his wife and son in 
tremendous bear hugs for no reason, kept to himself that evening. During 
supper, when Nicolas asked his father whether he had gathered any 
chestnuts this year, secretly hoping his father might say something about 
last minute party arrangements, Mr. Bennett simply said, “Tomorrow’s your 
birthday, Nicolas. We can’t have a party this year, but your mother and I 
know it’s a special day, and we do ‘ave plans. We thought it might be nice 
for the three of us to have a spot of lunch in Penrith and then take ya to the 
medieval fair in the Yanwath Wood.” The fair sounded nice, but it wasn’t a 
birthday party. Nicolas only nodded his head and had finished eating his 
cooked peas. 

 
Now it was the morning of his birthday, and Thomas the cat seemed to 

be the only other member of the family who was up and about. 
Nicolas took off his bathrobe and dressed quickly. With the late 

October cold, Nicolas decided to put on a pair of old wool socks, hiking 
boots, long trousers, a t-shirt, and a dark green Guernsey, a fisherman’s 
sweater his mother had knitted for him during the summer months. “Well, 
Thomas,” he said cheerily, holding his arms out, “how do I look?” The cat 
glanced up, blinked, and yawned its sleepy approval. Nicolas looked at 
himself in the modest mirror hung just above his single chest of drawers. 
Mum will say I’m a mess, but, he thought, it is my birthday after all. And with 
that, Nicolas pulled his shoulders back and smiled at himself. 

Spinning on the ball of his foot, he went to the old travel trunk at the 
foot of his bed. Nicolas unlatched the two, thick leather buckles and lifted 
its heavy lid. Inside were some of his most important, and most private, 
things. His great grandmother’s silver sewing thimble, which Nicolas 
sometimes imagined was a beer mug for fairies, sat precariously atop a 
wooden soldier’s head, as if the soldier had placed it there as a convenient 
helmet. He sometimes carried it for good luck. Nicolas dropped the thimble 
into his pocket. 
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The toy soldier—more precisely, but importantly to Nicolas, a member 
of the Queen’s Guard—had been his father’s when he was young. The 
scarlet red of the soldier’s tunic had been chipped and worn away, but 
Nicolas still thought he looked stately, and in his imagination, had 
commanded many a regiment in many a war. Sitting solemnly next to the 
wooden guard stood the Tower of London, a model Nicolas’ father had 
made with a stout chunk of Yew wood three years ago as a Christmas 
present. Nicolas ran his fingers along the castle’s seven huge towers: the 
Salt, Broad Arrow, Constable, Martin, “Royal Beasts”, Bowyer, and Flint 
Tower. In the middle of the Tower castle were six black buttons, which 
Nicolas pretended were the Tower’s resident ravens. As he often did, 
Nicolas softly repeated what he’d heard his father say three years ago as 
Nicolas unwrapped his new Tower castle, “If the ravens leave the Tower, 
the kingdom will fall.” 

Nicolas carefully moved the Tower to one corner of the old trunk 
before continuing his search. Among other odds and ends, he found a short 
bit of braided string made of a blue string, a red string, and a gold string, 
which also made its way into his pocket. Finally, he scooped up a canvas 
coin purse that jingled as he set it on the floor. With a single pull, Nicolas 
opened the drawstring and out spilled a modest plunder of old coins: three 
farthings, a haypenny, a penny, a thrupenny bit, sixpence, two shillings, a 
two bob bit, two half crowns, and the most prized of all, a 1935 “rocking 
horse” crown coin. The “rocking horse” design was actually a picture of St. 
George slaying a dragon. Nicolas often placed this large silver coin in his 
Tower castle as if it was royal treasure. Today, for some reason, he took a 
long moment to rub the smooth crown coin between his thumb and finger 
and dropped the crown coin into his pocket, along with the thimble and 
string. 

In spite of the majesty of the crown coin, he actually liked the simple 
farthing coins the most. Each farthing had a profile of King George V on 
one side and on the other was a picture of a little bird with short wings and 
an upright tail. The little bird was a wren. It had always fascinated Nicolas 
that such a kindly looking bird would have been chosen to share a coin with 
the faces of kings and queens. When Nicolas had asked his father about the 
bird a few years before, his father told him the ancient story about the 
“election of the king of birds.” His father said whichever bird could fly to 
the highest altitude was to be made King of Birds. Naturally, the eagle 
outflew all other birds and soared to great heights high above the clouds. 
But even so, the eagle was beaten by a very small bird, the wren, which had 
hidden itself in the eagle’s feathers. At the last moment, it sprang from its 
hiding place and flew higher than the eagle. Because of this, the wren was 
crowned the King of Birds. “Even the least can surprise everyone and 
become the greatest,” his father had told him. 
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Nicolas took one of the farthing coins and let it slide into his pocket. He 
heard it clink happily against his great grandmother’s silver thimble and the 
“rocking horse” crown coin. He carefully then put the other coins back in 
the canvas bag and returned the bag to the trunk. With that, Nicolas 
dropped the lid of the trunk down, re-buckled its straps, and stood up. 
Pointing a determined finger at the sleeping cat, Nicolas said, “Even if there 
isn’t a party today, I’m still happy it’s my birthday.” Thomas didn’t stir. 

Nicolas lifted his chin and shoved out his jaw. “I’m a wren today,” he 
said quietly, feeling funny, but good, as the words came out of his mouth. 

Nicolas ran his fingers through his untidy curly hair and pulled a warm 
knit cap over his head. Suddenly, a shadow again fell across the room. 
Quickly looking out his window, Nicolas could see a grey cloud drifting in 
front of the sun. He let out a breath of relief. Nicolas glanced at the strange 
copper leaf sitting on his bed. For no particular reason, he scooped it up 
and dropped it inside his trouser pocket. 

He then stepped quietly out of his bedroom door and down the narrow 
stairs, leaving Thomas the cat curled fast asleep on his bed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

A PLACE WITH DRAGONS 
 
 

he kitchen was empty. 
 
Nicolas stood in the doorway for a moment. Deep down, he 

hadn’t truly expected a surprise greeting, but there was still a twinge of 
disappointment. “I’m a wren today,” he said again, but it didn’t feel quite as 
good this time. 

Nicolas considered what to do next. He had always loved their small, 
farm kitchen with its chipped block-wood table, mismatched chairs, rustic 
and stained cabinets, sooty inglenook fireplace, and great black stove. His 
mum, who was usually bustling about, baking and cooking, always made the 
kitchen an inviting place to be. Indeed, the rest of the Bennett’s small 
cottage seemed to hum around this room like spokes on the hub of a wheel. 

But not this morning. 
This Saturday morning the kitchen was empty. Quiet and empty. 
“Nicolas?” As gentle as his father’s voice usually was, its deep bass was a 

“presence of its own,” as his mum often said. 
Nicolas walked across the kitchen’s flagstone floor and under an 

archway, which led through a cubby boot room, and into his father’s study. 
Nicolas’ father—a lean and bookish sort of Englishman who grew up in a 
coal-mining family from Haydock, England—was sitting in his favorite 
reading chair with the Saturday edition of the Cumberland and 
Westmorland Herald spread out across his knees. His father’s sock feet 
were propped up on an overstuffed stool in front of the fireplace where 
flames were happily bobbing around three splits of wood. 

The cozy study was well-lit in the grey, morning light. A single, large 

T 
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window—like an enormous picture in a picture frame—took up most of 
the study’s wall to the east. Nicolas would sometimes sit with a pillow in the 
window seat, reading his favorite book, Cue for Treason by Geoffrey 
Trease. He would gaze outside, across the lawn, and out beyond the 
family’s sheep pasture, imagining what a great adventure it would be if he 
were the main character, Peter Brownrigg, a fourteen-year-old boy who had 
run away from his medieval village by hiding inside a “prop coffin” used by 
a band of traveling actors. The bookshelves were filled with such wonderful 
books, as well as assorted statuettes of English mastiffs, a single cast-iron 
bulldog, a modest collection of clocks (most of which still ticked happily 
away), a multitude of old magazines and trade papers, and an unopened 
bottle of Grand Old Parr Real Antique and Rare Old DeLuxe Scotch 
Whiskey (“aged older than this house,” his father would say to guests). 
Above the archway hung an iron doorknocker fashioned as a stag’s head 
next to an old, and absurdly large, iron key. And above the fireplace’s thick 
mantle, hung a carving of an English Wych Elm tree, something Nicolas 
thought must have taken years to make. Beneath the carving, propped 
against the wall, was a smooth square of elm wood with a piece of 
parchment lacquered onto its surface. Written in dark ink were the words, 
“... a comrade, bending over the house, strength and adventure in its roots.” 
Nicolas knew the words were taken from one of his father’s favorite novels, 
but he fuddled the title whenever he tried to think of it. 

“Yes, Dad?” Nicolas responded. 
“Come here, lad.” 
Nicolas moved over to his father’s chair and put his hand on Mr. 

Bennett’s forearm. 
“Happy birthday, my boy,” his father said and clapped his heavy hand 

on top of Nicolas’. “Today, you’re twelve years old. Am I right?” 
Nicolas nodded. “Yes, sir.” 
“Grand,” said his father with a big smile. “That’s grand.” He paused, 

looked out the window for a moment, then looked back at Nicolas. “Well, 
your mother left early this morning to pop in on Aunt Harriet. She 
shouldn’t be gone too long, and then we’ll begin our day. We’re light on 
breakfast this mornin’, lad. There’s still a flat loaf of the Barley Bannock 
your mum griddled yesterday. You can warm it up on the stove and eat as 
much jam as you’d like.” Nicolas’ father smiled warmly and winked. “It’s 
your birthday, my boy. Can’t have too much jam on your birthday.” 

“Yes!” exclaimed Nicolas. He was halfway through the cubby boot 
room when he abruptly stopped and turned back toward his father’s study. 

“Dad?” he asked. 
His father looked up from his paper and pushed his glasses back up his 

long nose. “Yes?” 
Nicolas started to say, “something happened this morning,” but he 
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changed his mind at the last minute, and instead he said, 
“Something…something… I have something in my pocket.” 

His father laughed. “Okay! And what might ‘something’ in your pocket 
have to do with me and my morning paper?” 

“I thought you might be able to tell me what it is.” Nicolas reached in 
his pocket, pushed his coins and thimble out of the way, and pulled out the 
coppery leaf. 

His father tilted his chin up and took a long look at the leaf through the 
lower half of his glasses. Mr. Bennett happened to be an arboriculture 
professor at the Askham Bryan College’s agricultural campus just outside 
Penrith, England, at Newton Rigg—“just an English chap who loves trees,” 
as he sometimes described himself. Many of the books and magazines in his 
study were devoted to the planting, transplanting, pruning, diagnosing of 
various diseases and parasites, and all other sorts of issues involving trees. 
He loved to teach and was a well-known member of the Royal Forestry 
Society, having proudly hosted various woodland field conferences over the 
past several years. 

The odd, coppery leaf Nicolas held in front of him was perplexing. 
“Hmph,” he said and wrinkled his nose. He swung his head from side to 
side, inspecting each side of the leaf. “Hmph,” he said again. Mr. Bennett 
sat back in his chair and spread the morning’s copy of the Herald smoothly 
across his knees. “Let me see that, Nicolas.” 

Nicolas placed the leaf on the newspaper. His father leaned over it, 
wrinkling his nose again and repeatedly pushing up his glasses. He gently 
poked it with his finger and finally held it up, lightly rubbing its veiny 
surface. Cocking an eyebrow and glancing over the top of his glasses, Mr. 
Bennett asked, “Where did you get this, my boy?” 

“A crow…um, well, I, um… It was on my windowsill,” he finally said. 
He meant to tell his father about the crow, but he suddenly felt silly saying 
anything about it. “I found it on my windowsill.” 

Mr. Bennett looked closely at Nicolas. “Your windowsill?” 
“Yes, sir.” 
Mr. Bennett nodded. “And how do you suppose it got on your 

windowsill, lad?” 
Nicolas paused but finally said, “A crow put it there this morning.” 
“A crow put it there?” his father repeated. 
“Yes, sir.” 
Mr. Bennett sat back in his chair and looked out the large, picture 

window. “Was it a large crow?” he asked softly. 
“Yes, sir,” Nicolas said, a little surprised. 
His father nodded but kept looking out the window. 
“And did it rap on your window?” 
“Yes, sir!” Nicolas, now even more surprised but also relieved, quickly 
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explained, “It just appeared, and tapped on the glass very hard, and cracked 
it.” 

Mr. Bennett took a deep breath and sighed. “Hmmm” was all he said. 
Several moments passed by in silence. 
“I want to show you something, Nicolas. Go get me that book.” His 

father pointed toward a large book on the bottom shelf of one of the 
bookcases. Several other books were stacked on top of it. It looked as if it 
were very old and was bound in dark green, leather. An unusual picture was 
engraved on its front cover, depicting a creature with the body of a lion and 
the head of a man. Its mouth was open, and the creature looked as if it had 
several rows of sharp teeth. 

Mr. Bennett took the book and handed the coppery leaf to Nicolas. He 
opened the large book and began turning its thick pages. “This,” he said 
without looking up, “is a book your grandfather gave to me years ago 
before he passed away. He told me his father had given it to him before 
that and that it had been passed down in our family for several 
generations.” After turning several more pages, Mr. Bennett stopped and 
pulled out an even older looking sheet of folded paper from inside the 
book. “It is a strange book, lad. A priest named Edward Topsell wrote it 
several hundred years ago. Much of it talks about common animals, like 
tigers and elephants and apes, but it also contains descriptions of creatures 
most people think do not exist. Amazing creatures like gorgons, unicorns, 
sphynxes, and serpent-women that eat children.” Mr. Bennett looked up at 
Nicolas. He took off his glasses. “When my father gave me this book, he 
told me that sometimes there are things in life we don’t understand. There 
are things in life that seem peculiar and unbelievable.” 

Slowly, he unfolded the paper he’d taken out of the book. Inside, 
flattened by the press of the book, was a leaf. A coppery leaf. A coppery 
leaf which very much looked like the leaf Nicolas held in his hand. “My 
father told me about a time when he was very young. At the time, he lived 
with his family on a small farm along England’s northern border. He told 
me about waking one morning to find a large crow rapping violently on his 
window. When it had flown off, your grandfather found this leaf.” Mr. 
Bennett picked up the flattened, coppery leaf and held it up close to the leaf 
in Nicolas’ hand. He then pointed down at the open book on his lap. There, 
under his pointing finger, was a large picture of a black and white 
engraving. It was a picture of a dragon. “He told me,” Mr. Bennett 
continued, “this leaf came from some other place. A place with dragons.” 

Nicolas stood there silently. His father seemed uncharacteristically 
concerned, and naturally, this concerned Nicolas. 

“Nicolas, my boy,” he said, “I don’t know where these leaves come 
from. But wherever they come from…,” he paused and placed the flattened 
leaf back on the paper, gently refolded it, tucked it back inside the large, 
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dark green book, and slowly closed it. “Wherever they come from,” he said 
in a barely audible whisper, “is a place with dragons.” 

 
Nicolas’ mum returned home at half past eleven. By then, Nicolas had 

consumed all of the strawberry jam (with a last, delicious spoonful even 
after the bread was gone), brushed his teeth, finished his morning chores, 
and sat on the floor in the family room, reading the graphic, comic novel, 
Fables: 1001 Nights of Snowfall. Except for occasionally reaching into his 
pocket to touch the coppery leaf, Nicolas didn’t think too much more 
about what his father had told him. The fact that it was his birthday after all 
left him too preoccupied to think of much else. 

When his mum walked in the room, Nicolas had just begun to re-read 
the chapter entitled “Fencing Lessons,” imagining what it must be like to be 
in a real sword fight. His mum rushed over and nearly sat on top of him, 
giving him a big hug and kissing his cheeks twelve times. She then squeezed 
his face, and said “happy birthday!” at least half a dozen times, before 
getting up to walk into the study still wearing her mittens and coat. 

After a few minutes, Nicolas could hear his parents arguing in low 
voices. He caught the words, “Aunt Harriet,” “money,” and his father 
saying, “this always happens, Sarah.” These arguments seemed to occur 
more frequently, and Nicolas felt the strain in the Bennett’s home. For the 
most part, his parents didn’t argue in front of him, but Nicolas could see it 
in their faces. He could hear it in the tone of their voices, and much of the 
laughter which had always been a fixture in their warm home was gone. 

Peter Bennett strode into the family room. “Grab yer jacket,” he said 
sharply. Nicolas nodded and quickly hopped to his feet. “Wait.” Nicolas 
stopped and looked at his father. Mr. Bennett’s eyes softened. “I’m sorry, 
lad. I didn’t mean to snap at you. Go grab your jacket. Your mum’s ready to 
go, and I’m hungry, even if you’re stuffed with jam.” Mr. Bennett winked. 
“Let’s get a bit of birthday lunch and then go see about the fair.” 

Nicolas grinned. “It’s alright, Dad. And I’m hungry, too.” 
 
The Bennett’s cottage was part of Plumpton Head close to the small 

village of Plumpton, which was situated in the north ward of Penrith, 
England, not too far east from the cold Irish Sea and a bit south of the 
Scottish borders. The drive from Nicolas’ home to the town of Penrith 
usually took about fifteen minutes, and Mr. Bennett would typically drive 
along, chatting happily about the characteristics of some tree they were 
passing, or about some stand of trees in the distance. But on this Saturday 
morning, Nicolas’ father didn’t say a word. His mum, who usually hummed 
gently to herself while his father carried on about trees, was also 
uncomfortably quiet. 

Nicolas peered out the window as pastures, low stone walls, and thick 
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hedgerows passed by. I’m a wren, he thought again, and looked up at the 
grey sky, thinking how cold it must be so high in the clouds. 

Before too long, the Bennett’s twenty year old Land Rover 110 rolled 
into Penrith down Stricklandgate where Nicolas’ father was able to find a 
parking spot off of Devonshire Street. With collars turned up against the 
late October wind, the Bennetts walked southeast, past Castlegate, until 
they arrived at the Four and Twenty eatery at 42 King Street. 

Inside the restaurant, it smelled delicious. Nicolas picked out a table near 
a window and rubbed his hands together, while he read the menu. His 
parents were still mostly quiet, although Nicolas’ mum had said, “Whew! 
The wind!” when they’d first stepped out onto the sidewalk, and his father 
had “hmphfed” in agreement, pulling his big scarf up over his chin. 

“What may I have?” Nicolas asked with a quick look to his mum and 
father. 

“Anything you like, my sweet,” said Mrs. Bennett. “Dad said you ate up 
all our jam, but I don’t suppose that has hurt your appetite.” She gave him a 
delightful smile. “You’re twelve, and twelve year olds eat like lords.” His 
mum had actually been saying that since Nicolas turned ten, and as true as it 
seemed then, it seemed even truer now. He was starving. 

“What’ll you have?” asked their waitress with her pen at the ready. 
Nicolas blurted out, “I’d like the roast turkey, please.” The plate came 

with something called “forcemeat,” pigs in blankets, shredded sprouts, and 
gravy. He wasn’t sure what “forcemeat” was, but anything with pigs in 
blankets and gravy had to be good. Mr. Bennett ordered a turkey and beef 
club sandwich with a salad and home-cut chips, and Mrs. Bennett ordered 
“moussaka,” a lasagna-like dish made with lentils. Nicolas grimaced. His 
mum stuck her tongue out at him, which made him laugh. 

Nicolas finished his lunch with sticky toffee pudding, while his parents 
ordered another cup of tea. “I’ve no idea where you put all that food,” Mr. 
Bennett said. “You’re skinny as a pole, lad.” 

Nicolas smiled and shrugged, popped the last bite of pudding in his 
mouth, licked his spoon, and said, “Where to now?” 

“Where shall we go, love?” said Nicolas’ father to his mum. Nicolas 
thought his father’s face looked kind but slightly hurt, too. He hoped his 
parents wouldn’t have another argument. 

“Well,” said his mum thoughtfully, “with this snap of cold, I’d say we 
head out to the fair for a few hours. If we get back home in time this 
evening, we can watch a scary movie, and yer Dad can tell us the story of 
the ghost of Bailiff Wood before bed.” Her beautiful Irish smile made her 
cheeks dance, and she raised her eyebrows in a teasing way. “Perhaps it 
won’t be as frightening this year.” 

Nicolas playfully smirked back at his mum. “I’m not scared anymore!” 
He remembered the first time his father told him the story about the sad 
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ghost of a white-skinned young woman, dressed in an old-fashioned 
nightdress, with short dark hair, who haunted the Bailiff Wood area. She 
would appear to people at night, usually in their bedrooms, and ask, “Who 
has murdered me?” Nicolas had been so scared the first time he heard the 
story, he left his desk lamp on all night. His father told him the young 
woman’s body had been found deep within the lake, weighed down with 
heavy stones. Her murderer had never been discovered. It had become 
Nicolas’ favorite Halloween story. 

“Are you sure, lad?” His father chuckled. “The first time I told you that 
story, ya nearly papped yer pants.” 

“No I didn’t!” laughed Nicolas as he put his coat on. 
 
A few minutes later, the Bennetts were piled back in their truck and 

heading southeast on Bridge Lane to the A6, over the River Eamont with 
its “Giant’s Caves,” and south through long necks of woods which 
bordered Earl Henry’s Drive. 

The day still felt peculiar to Nicolas. Even if it didn’t seem like a 
birthday, he was excited all the same. He pressed his smiling face against the 
window, watching the deep autumn woods race by. 

I’m a wren, he thought again, and there’s a place with dragons. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

THE FOOTPATH 
 
 

he Will-o’-the-Wisp Medieval Fair is situated in the Yanwath 
Wood, north of Arkham Hall, and bordered to the east by the 
River Lowther. Once a year, from 25th September through 

Halloween, the secluded road running through the quiet woodland is 
opened by the good Earl of Lonsdale, Viscount Lowther, Baron of 
Whitehaven and Lord of the Manor of Threlkeld. 

The fair provides a “living history” of medieval England but with a bit 
of amusement and liveliness, too. Dancers, magicians, jugglers, musicians, 
beggars, singers, rogues, peasants, priests, and princesses, are everywhere, 
talking, laughing, eating, and rabble-rousing as they stroll down 
enchantingly named paths, such as “Castlerigg Lane,” “Brigand Alley,” and 
“King Richard’s Avenue.” They devour sweet oat cakes with jelly, hot 
shepherd’s pies, warm doughnut twists blanketed with snow white sugar, an 
assortment of roasted meats, sausages, and cheeses, and freshly baked 
bread. They swig and gulp draughts of beer, apple cider, wine, and 
cinnamon tea. They purchase velvet cloaks, flower garlands for maidens’ 
hair, hand-carved walking canes, glass-blown artwork, witches’ brooms, 
parchments with colorful coats-of-arms, puzzle rings, magical charms, 
pewter mugs, and long swords. They entertain themselves with stage plays, 
falconry shows, axe throwing, archery, barrel tosses, and games of cups, 
tug-of-war, drench-a-wench, and soak-a-bloke. Round-bellied donkeys, 
plodding tamely behind portly friars, carry laughing children (who each pay 
a penny), while waves of cheers rise and fall as knights joust and men-at-
arms fight valiantly with sword and shield in the Falkirk Amphitheater. 
Musicians join in elegant string quartets, or wind their way through the 

T 
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woodland playing silly songs on wooden flutes or mournful melodies on 
Scottish bag pipes. Artisans and journeymen in gloves, leather aprons, and 
tall boots, practice and display their trades in open stalls. Coopers, or barrel 
makers, hammer iron hoops around wooden barrel staves. Blacksmiths heat 
their forges with leather hand bellows, hot enough for metal pokers to glow 
red. Potters shape wet clay on turning wheels. Ropemakers twist together 
lengths of hawser-laid rope. Chandlers, or candle makers, hang long wicks 
over molds full of wax. And wheelwrights force wooden spokes into 
wooden hubs with wooden mallets. 

Along with its impressive spectacle of food, fun, and adventure, the 
Will-o’-the-Wisp Medieval Fair exposes its most morbid and well-known 
feature as it comes to its end on 31st October, All Hallow’s Eve. On the 
fair’s dying day, the weeks’ of silly merriment quickly fade into a sinister 
tradition called the “Piper’s Procession of Ghouls and Goblins.” 

In the gloom of twilight, glowing and ghastly faces, which have been 
carved wickedly out of large pumpkins and Scottish mangelwurzels, are 
stabbed onto the sharp points of spears and long pikes carried by several 
dark-robed priests. Then, a funeral parade, led by the fair’s “Pied Piper,” 
winds its way through the fairgrounds’ darkened streets and alleyways while 
the Piper plays sorrowful notes on a flute recorder of yellowed bone. The 
fair’s shops, stands, and booths all close as if to keep out the evil spirits 
who are passing by. Every year, enthusiastic spectators—people who 
haven’t yet left the fair and trudged out to their cars to drive home—join in 
the funeral march, intermingling themselves with the dark-robed priests and 
carrying watchmen’s lanterns, candles, and torches to help light the way. 
After a dozen twists and turns, the ominous procession finally reaches its 
end—the “Hanging Tree,” a giant and shadowy Ash tree, which stands 
alone in a clearing at the center of the fairgrounds. There, in the flicker of 
crude torchlight and lanterns, the dark-robed priests silently mount the low 
platform under the Hanging Tree. They remove the carved jack-o’-lanterns 
from the points of the spears and pike, and arrange them for the gathered 
crowd of onlookers to see. The procession’s Pied Piper, dressed in a blood-
red leather waistcoat and with the black hood of an executioner placed over 
his head, chooses two of the best-carved jack-o’-lanterns as the procession’s 
victims. The Piper then turns to the crowd, and in a nasty but rhythmic 
voice, chants the ancient “Piper’s Curse.” 

 
In 1284, 

The Piper did appear, 
Clothed in pied colours, 
And grinning ear to ear. 

Children born in Hamelin 
Loved his piping sound. 
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Those charmed by his playing, 
Now lie buried in the ground. 

 
Pumpkin heads and vigil prayers 

To spare the axe and noose, 
Fail to keep you safe, you see, 
When the Piper’s on the loose. 
So dig your grave with haste, 

And bow your mournful head. 
The Piper’s just approaching, 

And the Piper wants you dead! 
 
The Piper then lifts both of the chosen jack-o’-lanterns high into the air, 

one at a time, for all to see. The excited spectators “condemn” both 
lanterns to grisly fates by shouting “give it the rope!” for one, and “give it 
the axe!” for the other. For the sad ghoul doomed to be “hung,” the 
shrouded Piper runs a knotted rope through its carved face, tosses the 
rope’s other end over a lofty limb of the Hanging Tree, and hoists it up, 
until the unlucky ghoul is twisting and turning high above the wooden 
platform. Suddenly, the Piper lets the rope go. The plummeting jack-o’-
lantern smashes open its skull on the hard planks below. The crowd cheers. 
For the ghoul sentenced to the axe, the Piper sets its bodiless head on a 
knee-high block of grey Cork Oak, takes up a stained, two-handed 
woodman’s axe, and brutally chops the grinning head to pieces. 

Even before the slaughter is finished, those in the crowd who faithfully 
remember, begin wildly reciting a medieval chant: 

 
Onto the Dead go all estates, 

Princes, prelates, and potentates! 
Both rich and poor of all degree, 
The fear of death disturbeth thee! 

 
Indeed, as the marketing brochures for the Will-o’-the-Wisp Medieval 

Fair have said, “Fair maidens beware! All was not always merry in merry old 
England.” 

 
Nicolas Bennett had been to the Will-o’-the-Wisp Medieval Fair once. 
The year before, after Nicolas’ birthday party finished at 3 o’clock, Mr. 

Bennett had taken Nicolas and one of his schoolmates, Jonathan Cranston, 
to the fair, and they stayed for the Piper’s Procession of Ghouls. The 
spectacle had been frightening but exciting at the same time. Now, as the 
Bennett family drove quietly through the autumn woods and south along 
Earl Henry’s Drive, Nicolas imagined the Piper’s iron axe crashing again 
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and again through the madly grinning pumpkin head while the crowd 
repeated, Onto the Dead go all estates… 

Delightful chills ran up his spine as the Bennett’s truck pulled into a 
grassy parking area. He wondered if they would stay long enough to watch 
the Piper’s Procession again this year. 

 
His parents’ long silence on the drive out to the fair had felt uneasy. 

After the brief bit of laughter at the end of lunch, they hadn’t said anything 
to each other or to him. Nicolas couldn’t remember a time when his father 
and mother weren’t constantly talking and laughing with each other, but as 
of late, their conversations had become progressively shorter and more 
tense. They always seemed to be arguing about Aunt Harriet or money. 
Nicolas often felt lonely and worried. Now, as the Bennett’s wound their 
way through other parked cars on their way to the ticket gate, Nicolas 
wished he could have at least brought Jonathan. Someone to talk to and run 
around with. 

After a brief wait in line behind an elfish princess and her parents (an 
elfish princess wearing a less-than-elfish pink pair of muck boots, woolen 
mittens, a scarf, and an earflap hat resembling a pink penguin), the 
Bennett’s made their way through the “Olde Castle Gate” and into the 
fairgrounds. A large outdoor fountain, the so-called “Fountain of Fairies,” 
stood in front of them with lanes leading to the left and to the right. A 
troupe of spangled gypsies was clapping their hands and dancing wildly for 
a small crowd. A colorfully costumed court jester was alternatingly a 
juggling act with passing out parchment-style papers, entitled “Mappe of 
Will-o’-the-Wisp Medieval Faire,” to passers-by. 

“Dad, can I have one?” asked Nicolas. 
“Sure. Grab one for yer mum and me, too.” 
Nicolas waited until the jester had caught all three juggling pins and then 

asked for two maps. He handed one to his mum and began scanning the 
other for things to do. “We’ve just eaten,” she said. “So maybe something 
fun to do?” She looked at him. “Would ya like to try your hand at the 
archery butts, my boy?” She pulled back an imaginary bow and said, “Pow!” 
with a quick wink and a smile. 

Mr. Bennett interrupted before Nicolas could say anything. “I think they 
charge per arrow, Sarah.” 

“Oh,” she said, and dropped her imaginary bow in defeat. “Well, maybe 
not archery then.” They all stood there quietly for a few moments. He 
didn’t want to, but Nicolas suddenly felt cross. He felt frustrated. He felt 
like his twelfth birthday was meaningless. He felt like going home. He 
stared at the gypsies, wishing he could join them. Wishing he could 
disappear. 

Nicolas caught his father looking at him. 
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Peter Bennett’s face was slightly drawn and anxious. “Perhaps we can 
catch the show at 2 o’clock at the Lancaster Castle stage,” he said gently, 
pointing to the map’s schedule of events. “It says three Pendle Witches will 
be on trial for heresy and murder, and,” he added quietly and a bit 
sheepishly, “I think it’s a free show.” Nicolas could sense his father’s 
embarrassment. 

As suddenly as he’d felt angry, he now felt sorry. Perhaps today had 
been somewhat strange. Perhaps his birthday wasn’t all that great this year, 
and perhaps there wasn’t enough money for a party, but he hated to see his 
father look hurt. “Sounds good, dad,” he said. 

“Yeah?” said his father, lifting his eyebrows. 
“It’ll be smashing, Dad,” Nicolas said as cheerily as he could. “Besides,” 

he added, “this is a place with dragons, right?” 
Mr. Bennett’s face darkened for a brief moment. “Right,” he said 

hesitantly. “Right. A place with dragons.” 
Mrs. Bennett looked curiously at her husband and son, but neither said 

anything more. “Nicolas?” 
“Yes, mum?” 
“What would you like to do?” She was smiling her wonderful smile again. 
“Well…,” he mumbled. Given the chance, Nicolas wanted to run 

around, watch knights joust, try on a shiny coat of mail in one of the 
armorer’s shops, look at the swords and daggers made by the bladesmiths, 
eat a bowl of sliced apples and cheese, and drink mulberry ale (which was 
really sweetened mulberry juice). He didn’t want to start an argument, but 
he wanted to have fun. It’s my birthday, he thought, which made him a little 
sad. A moment later, he thought, I’m a wren, and he smiled back at his mum. 
“May I go look at the swords?” Before his parents could answer, Nicolas 
added, “I can meet you and Dad later, okay?” 

His mother looked at him and nodded slightly. She seemed to 
understand. “Okay,” she said. “Peter, do ya think that’ll be okay?” 

“Sure,” his father said in agreement. Suddenly, Mr. Bennett tilted his 
head slightly, put his hand on Nicolas’ shoulder, and took a long look at 
him. He took in a deep breath. “Ya know what, son? You go and have a 
good time.” He held out a five-pound note. “It’s yer birthday, lad, and I’m 
having trouble remembering that today. Yer mum and I will walk about and 
see what there is ta see. You go and ‘ave fun.” He glanced at Nicolas’ 
mother, and she nodded her head in return. “Go and ‘ave fun, son, and 
we’ll plan on meetin’ you back here at about 5 o’clock for the Piper’s 
Procession. How does that sound?” 

“Smashing, dad,” Nicolas said relieved and happy. He stuffed the five-
pound note in his trouser pocket and rolled up his parchment map in one 
hand. “Back here at five,” he repeated over his shoulder as he took off at a 
brisk walk. 
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“And be careful!” Mr. Bennett called after him, but Nicolas was already 
gone. 

 
Nicolas didn’t have a specific plan in mind, but taking a look at the 

bladesmiths’ swords and daggers did sound like a good start. He took a 
quick left near Longshank’s Stage and headed up Alewife’s Alley in the 
direction of the bladesmith shops on Robin’s Row. A crowd, gathering 
outside the Cock & Bull Pub while waiting in line for “pints of bitter” and 
cheese and pickle sandwiches made with thick “doorstop” slices of toasted 
bread, blocked his progress. Nicolas pulled up near a “Lucky Post,” a ten-
foot post of Silver Birch which passers-by would touch or knock for good 
luck. The line for the pub was rapidly slowing down the press of people 
walking up and down Alewife’s Alley, and the resulting mob seemed too 
thick to push through. Nicolas lifted his woolen cap and pulled his fingers 
through his corkscrew hair. Stone the crows, Nicolas thought. Wish I was bigger. 
His wiry frame was great for a footrace, but it wasn’t much for pushing 
through crowds of grown-ups. He looked around for another way to go. 

To his right was an off-set fence with a sign nailed on it, declaring in 
painted, red letters, “The Merry King’s Staff ONLY.” Nicolas looked to his 
left. There was a thick stand of wild Crab Apple trees crammed between 
two shops. From walks he had taken with his father, Nicolas knew the trees 
were likely to have thorns, and besides, there didn’t look to be any way 
through them. Except… 

Nicolas squinted his eyes and looked more closely. 
He hadn’t seen it at first, but branches from two of the trees seemed to 

form a natural arch. It appeared as if a narrow footpath lay between them. 
Nicolas looked around. No one else seemed to notice the footpath. 

Everyone was doing their jolly best to jostle through the muddling crowd of 
people heaving about outside the Cock & Bull Pub. Nicolas glanced back at 
the footpath. He blinked a few times. The footpath seemed to disappear, 
but after a few seconds, he could make it out clearly again. 

Abruptly, it occurred to him to take a look at the map still gripped 
tightly in his right hand. He quickly shook it open and turned it around a 
few different ways, looking carefully at all the street names, and at the shops 
located on Alewife’s Alley. At one point, the map was almost stripped out 
of his hands when lord’s passing cloak caught its corner. After several 
wasted minutes, Nicolas finally gave up. The footpath wasn’t on the map. 

Well, he said to himself, summoning up a sense of adventure, it looks just 
right for a wren. 

He waited for a pause in the passing rush of people and practically leapt 
from the comparative safety of his spot by the Lucky Post. He stayed light 
on his toes and managed to evade being squashed by two bearded men 
wearing horned helmets, who were recklessly banging together their shields 
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as they strode along. A second later, he ducked his head just in time before 
becoming wrapped up in a long, scarlet banner, which was being 
energetically waved about by a knight, loudly announcing his victory at the 
Battle of St. James. Finally within a few feet of the footpath, Nicolas lunged 
forward, nearly catching a face full of thorny branches and leaves in return. 
He dodged left at the last minute as his feet carried him from Alewife’s 
Alley, through the arched limbs, and to the safety of the footpath beyond. 

 
Nicolas jogged a few more steps, stopped, and looked over his shoulder. 

The footpath’s opening appeared even smaller from this vantage. The stand 
of thorny Crab Apple trees was curiously dense, and it gave the effect of a 
narrow tunnel. Nicolas watched as half a dozen people strode by the 
opening, but no one followed him. They didn’t give any pause to the 
footpath he had found. 

Nicolas turned his head and looked further up the path. It was relatively 
clear of underbrush, and the press of trees seemed to open up a bit a little 
further on. A few steps more, and Bob’s your uncle, he thought, snapping his 
fingers crisply, I’ll be walking up Robin’s Row. 

Wanting to make the most of the shortcut he’d discovered, he set off at 
a gentle trot. 

 
Nicolas’ hiking boots were an old pair of Malhams his father had bought 

a few years before from a boot maker in Yorkshire. Their sturdy rubber 
soles were always fairly quiet, but within the muffle of the woodland trees, 
and along the footpath’s bed of loamy soil, damp leaves, and spongy moss, 
his boots didn’t make any sound at all. Out of a habit borrowed from his 
father, Nicolas instinctively named the different trees as he soundlessly 
passed them by. Slender Alder trees with brilliant yellow and orange leaves. 
Robinson Crabapple trees with remarkably pink blooms. Wild Cherry trees 
with purplish-brown bark. Blackthorn trees with clusters of blue-black 
berries. And Moor Birch trees papered with stiff curls of dull, greyish-white 
bark. 

He had taken only fifty strides or so before the footpath took a sharp 
right turn. Fifteen paces further on, it slowly began to curve back to the left. 
Just as the trees began to thin, the footpath wended its way through thickly 
growing bracken ferns. The ferns grew almost as high as Nicolas’ waist. The 
denseness of their broad, triangular fronds forced him to slow his pace to a 
walk to avoid losing sight of the path underneath. At one point, he had to 
leap forward, narrowly avoiding tromping through a shallow brook of water 
which crossed the path. A few steps later, Nicolas almost bolted in the 
opposite direction. A grey squirrel raced out from the undergrowth, 
chattering angrily before it disappeared just as quickly back into the cover 
of the ferns. 
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The footpath continued to switch back and forth, and by now, Nicolas 
wasn’t entirely sure he was still headed toward Robin’s Row. Eventually, the 
undergrowth of thick ferns came to an end, and Nicolas trudged up a slight 
rise. On the downhill side, he could see the path bend to the right and 
disappear again into another thick stand of trees. 

This patch of woods seemed far larger and deeper than it should’ve 
been if it was only a thin ribbon of trees between Alewife’s Alley and 
Robin’s Row. The map of the fair had shown a stretch of woods between 
the two lanes, even though it hadn’t shown the footpath, but Nicolas felt 
like he’d been walking for at least twenty minutes. Frowning, he looked 
back. Because the thicket of ferns hid the footpath, and because he hadn’t 
looked up very much as he’d been walking through them, he wasn’t exactly 
sure of the direction from which he’d just come. This made him feel slightly 
nervous. Like the breadcrumbs are gone, he thought. To add to his growing 
uneasiness, he now realized how quiet the woods were. He couldn’t hear 
any voices, or the shuffle of any feet, or any of the sounds associated with 
the fair. They had simply disappeared. 

Something didn’t feel right. 
Stone the crows, Nicolas thought for the second time that day, now what? 
He looked back up the path toward the thick stand of trees. He stood 

there for a moment, debating whether to turn back or to carry on when his 
eye caught something moving along the ground. Actually, it was hopping 
on the path. Curious, Nicolas took a few cautious steps down the slope to 
have a better look. 

It was a bird. 
Instinctively, Nicolas flinched and immediately looked skyward. It was 

empty. Not a bird, not a crow, in sight. He let out a nervous laugh. “Guess 
that ol’ crow made me a bit jumpy,” he muttered quietly. He took in a deep 
breath and let it out. He looked down the footpath. 

The bird stood there, cocking its head from side to side. It had pale 
brown upperparts, a dirty-white chin and throat, and black spots on its 
mottled underside. A small sprig of lime-green mistletoe was clenched in its 
short, pointed beak, which triggered Nicolas’ memory. The bird, he 
realized, was a Mistle Thrush. It took a few more hops forward, and then, 
in a very odd fashion, stopped and looked back at him. Nicolas took 
another few steps forward, and the bird repeated its bizarre mannerism, 
hopping forward, and stopping to look back at him. 

“Do you want me to follow you?” 
The bird again tilted its head from side-to-side and hopped forward 

again. Its glossy, black eyes stared back at Nicolas. 
“Alright,” said Nicolas. “You have the lead, Mr. Thrush.” 
 
What a strange, strange birthday, he thought to himself as he slowly 
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followed the bird down the footpath. A thrush leading a lost wren. Nicolas 
couldn’t help but smile, and he promptly felt better. A few hops and steps 
later, the bird and boy faded into the deep shadows of the great canopy 
overhead. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

A COTTAGE IN THE WOODS 
 
 

s far back as Nicolas could remember, he felt at home in the 
woods. 

When he was still a “wee lively lad” (as his father often said), 
he would join his father for walks through the stretch of woodlands 
bordering the Bennett’s small sheep pasture. He came to know them well, 
and those woods had become a second home for Nicolas. They were a 
place he could go to be alone and feel free at the same time. Two years ago, 
when his parents had transferred Nicolas from the North Lakes School to 
Hunter Hall, an esteemed preparatory school situated in Frenchfield Farm 
outside of Penrith, Nicolas had spent time in the woods almost every day 
after school. The initial stress of missing old friends, the awkwardness of 
trying to make new ones, and the uncertainty of new surroundings, had 
been difficult for him. Eventually, he had come to love Hunter Hall, but in 
the beginning, the sanctuary of the woodlands had given him a private 
refuge where he could have time to be alone, to think, and to be himself. 

In the thick of the trees, anything could happen. Nicolas would pretend 
to be Little John, daring to fight Robin Hood with wooden quarter-staffs 
over the little brook which meandered through the woods. He would be the 
brave Lord Gilpin, saving terrified villagers by hunting down and killing the 
ferocious, wild boar of Westmorland. He would take a crooked stick in his 
hand and become the mysterious wizard, who was said to live in the woods 
outside the Cheshire village of Alderley, ready to summon King Arthur and 
his valiant knights out of eternal sleep to defend England from destruction. 

But just as often as pursuing games of swordplay and wizardry, Nicolas 
would simply sit quietly, leaning against the enormous trunk of his favorite 

A 
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English Elm tree—a tree his father had named the “Red Deer Tree” 
because of a small herd of does and fawns he had once spotted gathering 
under its branches. “They came there to visit and rest,” his father had told 
him with a serious voice. “A tree like that has become rare in England, my 
boy, and the animals know how special ‘tis.” As Nicolas would relax against 
the elm’s corky bark, he would close his eyes. He could listen to the calls of 
conversing swallows, the extravagant songs of flying larks, and the chirps of 
busy bush warblers. He imagined he was a crafty red fox, skillfully hunting 
rabbits through the trees, or a sharp-toothed pine marten, running expertly 
along high branches on the hunt for birds, berries, or honey. He listened to 
tens of thousands of leaves, rustling, cracking, and whispering to each other 
in gentle breezes. More than once, Nicolas had fallen asleep in the woods, 
curled up fitfully on a litterfall of small twigs, rotten leaves, and old bark. 
The vague calls of his mum, telling him supper was ready, would wake him 
up and hurry him home. 

 
Now, as he walked down the footpath behind the hopping Mistle 

Thrush, Nicolas found himself relishing the cool and quiet of these woods, 
too. The stand of trees they’d entered was mostly made of grand English 
Oaks. The trees each had colossal trunks and vast crowns of craggy and 
rugged branches. Their bark was mossy grey and covered with leafy and 
shrubby lichen, which made the trees look as if they were sporting ragged 
beards. Their leaves, still deep green, created an impenetrable canopy 
overhead, which caused Nicolas’ eyes to have to adjust to the wood’s 
gloominess. Nicolas noticed the ground on either side of the footpath was 
almost entirely covered with thick, spongy moss. It looked like an endless 
heavy carpet, rising and falling with the odd-shaped bulges, swells, knobs, 
lumps, and bumps caused by roots, rocks, and burrows, lying underneath. 
English ivy dressed the base of some of the trees and in other places 
entirely hid old stumps. The footpath, while not quite muddy, appeared to 
be damper under the trees, and after a few yards, it also became narrower. 
Nicolas found himself almost needing to place one foot immediately in 
front of the other to stay on its slender course. 

Eventually, the slope of the ground led them down to a dry streambed. 
Nicolas paused while the thrush deftly hopped its way over the shallow 
channel, up the opposing bank, and over the lip of another gentle rise. The 
autumn air was even cooler inside the shaded woods. Nicolas turned up the 
collar of his waxed cotton jacket and pulled his knit cap further down over 
his ears. He stood there with his arms over his chest for a moment to 
capture a bit of warmth and watched his warm breath puff out in quickly 
fading clouds. “For queen and country,” he said amusingly to himself and 
jabbed his right arm into the air as he charged over the streambed and 
scrambled up the embankment to catch up to the bird. 
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By this time, the thrush was confidently hopping along, no longer 
pausing to see if Nicolas was trailing behind. It had kept the sprig of 
mistletoe in its beak and occasionally wiggled it in such a way, it made 
Nicolas think of Thomas, the Bennett’s cat, wiggling its nose.  

What a funny bird, thought Nicolas. It seems to have a better idea of where it’s 
going than I do. No sooner had he thought this than the thrush flew into the 
air and came to rest on a crooked oak branch. For a second, Nicolas 
thought his guide might fly away, but the thrush just sat there and wriggled 
its sprig of mistletoe one more time. 

“Are we there yet?” asked Nicolas cheerily. 
The thrush looked back at him silently and, to his utter surprise, bobbed 

its head as if nodding. 
“Ha!” Nicolas laughed aloud. “You are a sharp little thing, aren’t you?” 

he said, shoving his hands in his jacket pockets. “Alright, Mr. Thrush, where 
are we?” 

The bird canted its head to the left and stared down at Nicolas with its 
shiny left eye for several ticks. It then drew itself up, hopped two feet along 
the branch, and vanished inside a large, weathered birdhouse. The 
birdhouse was partially hidden in a fork of several smaller branches. A 
birdhouse, nestled away in a giant oak, hidden deep within a dark stretch of 
woods, and occupied by an extraordinarily peculiar bird, was the last thing 
Nicolas expected to see. 

Until he saw the sign. 
 
As Nicolas stared at the weather-beaten birdhouse, a worn and battered 

sign materialized just below it. In fact, the craggy sign hung almost directly 
over the footpath, but like the birdhouse, it seemed to blend with the trees. 
It consisted of a single, cracked board, about the size of a license plate, 
suspended from the birdhouse branch only by what appeared to be several 
thick braids of ivy vines. An abundance of small greenish-yellow flowers 
along the ivy vines further masked the split, gray board. 

Nicolas took a couple of steps toward the sign to see whether he could 
read anything written on it. After several moments of straining his eyes, 
several letters began to appear, carved into its surface. Nicolas glanced 
around his feet and found a fallen branch. Using it to lift away the ivy’s 
blooms, he could see two, exposed words. 

“The Knothole,” he read aloud. 
He didn’t recall seeing any shop named The Knothole on the map of 

the Will-o’-the-Wisp fair, but then a simple idea struck him and gave him 
some relief. Perhaps the fairgrounds included this footpath once upon a 
time, and perhaps there had been a shop called The Knothole in this same 
place. Once the shop was abandoned, perhaps it had rotted and fallen apart, 
and eventually been covered by the moss, leaving only its old shop-sign as a 
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sort of gravestone. The birdhouse, Nicolas guessed, must’ve been built long 
ago by the shop’s keeper. 

He jammed his hands deeper into the warmth of his pockets, pleased 
with his detective work. The time it had taken to walk from Alewife’s Alley 
to this stand of gloomy woods still didn’t make much sense, but that now 
seemed to be a minor point. Nicolas felt confident he would find Robin’s 
Row soon enough if he kept to the footpath. 

“What do you think, Mr. Thrush?” Nicolas asked, looking back at the 
birdhouse. The thrush poked its head out, took a sharp look at Nicolas, and 
ducked inside again. No worries, thought Nicolas, looking back at the sign, at 
least I don’t feel so lost anymore. 

“Are you coming with me,” he called out, “or have you arrived home 
for the evening?” The thrush didn’t pop his head out this time, and Nicolas 
pressed his lips together. “Well,” he said politely, “thank you all the same 
for your company, Mr. Thrush.” 

Nothing for it but to press on, he thought and began walking once again 
down the footpath. 

 
After another fifty paces, he could see the footpath bend to the right, 

leading around the mammoth trunk of a dark and twisted tree. As Nicolas 
trudged around the turn, the most surprising thing—out of an already 
peculiar day—lay about one hundred feet in front of him. In fact, he 
stopped so abruptly in mid-stride, he nearly lost his balance. A mere one 
hundred feet away, the footpath came to a sudden, and bewildering, end. 
Instead of turning out to be an unused shortcut to Robin’s Row, the wily 
footpath simply came to a dead stop—like a short sidewalk leading to a 
front door—at a rickety-looking, slapdash, haphazard set of old, wooden 
steps, which zigged, then zagged, ten feet up into the air, arriving 
unexpectedly at the front of a small cottage, which had somehow been built 
into the broad fork of the most gigantic and knobby oak tree Nicolas had 
ever seen. 

The cottage was ramshackle and awkwardly constructed. It had a 
narrow, covered porch with curled floorboards and an unruly railing of 
entwined branches and dried vines. On it sat a little rocking chair also made 
of woven branches. The cottage’s doorway—an odd door painted with 
shiny red paint—was partially open, and Nicolas could see a faint glow 
coming from inside. Its roof was covered by a blanket of moss much like 
what covered the forest floor. A smooth rock chimney rose up crookedly 
out of the mossy roof. Soft tendrils of greyish white smoke were floating 
out of it. The entire cottage seemed to lean a little to the left, while the tree 
in which it sat was so bulbous and contorted, it looked more like a colossal 
mushroom with branches and leaves. 

Nicolas honestly did not know what to do. For several seconds, he kept 
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gawking at the treehouse cottage in confusion. Stone the crows! he finally 
thought in frustration… for the third time that day. What is this place? Before 
he could think anything more, much less decide what to do, he heard 
singing, coming from behind the gigantic, gnarled tree. 

 
How far is it to Babylon? 
How far away you say? 

Is the distance a thousand leagues, 
Or is it but an inch away? 

 
How far is it to Babylon? 
How far away you say? 

Why would you walk a thousand leagues, 
When it’s three barleycorn away?! 

 
On the last line, “when it’s three barleycorn away” (which was more 

shouted than sung), a little man appeared, strolling merrily around the foot 
of the tree. He was bald and wearing an eyepiece—a gentleman’s 
monocle—over his right eye, which was secured by a slender, golden cord 
to the hefty, loop of a silver earring, dangling from the outer edge of his 
right ear. His nose was large and hovered imperiously over a most 
extraordinary moustache. The ends of the moustache, which must’ve been 
at least two feet long, were braided, and small silver bells were tied to each 
of the braids’ ends. The miniature bells rang freely as he walked, but instead 
of the high tin-like jingle one might expect, they each gave off a deeper, 
melodious sound. 

The little man was shirtless, although he wore a cloak fastened around 
his neck and draped down his back, which looked to be made of goatskin. 
For his size—no more than Nicolas’ own height—he appeared to have 
broad, muscular shoulders, a stout, hairless chest, and a belly which was 
clearly strong even though it was also round. Across the curve of his belly 
was a colorful and strange-looking tattoo, which immediately reminded 
Nicolas of the face of the antique, brass compass his father always kept on a 
watch-chain in his pocket. The little man’s burly forearms were hairy, and 
his fists looked to be the size of small hams. In his right one, he carried a 
bulging burlap sack, and in his left, he carried a stout-looking spade. He had 
a thick leather belt around his waist, buckled with a substantial bit of black 
metal. The belt held up trousers which were tucked into a pair of stocky 
boots. Nicolas took all this in within a few moments as the little man made 
his way over the mossy forest floor and to the foot of the rickety stairway. 

 
Still frozen where he stood, Nicolas watched the little man plant his 

right foot firmly on the first step and calmly looked over his shoulder. 
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“I’m fairly puckled, lad,” the little man said in an odd, but Scottish-like, 
accent. He pointed with his spade in the direction of the cottage’s doorway. 
“Thar’s a warm fire inside, and if yer so inclined, ye can falla me in.” 

Nicolas, in spite of his good manners, couldn’t think of how to respond. 
He just stood there with wide eyes, staring at the little man, the peculiar 
cottage, the rickety stairs, and the fantastically fat tree. The little man stared 
back. After several long moments, Nicolas (with eyes still wide) finally 
managed to nod his head.  

“A nod,” the little man said, “is only as good as winkin’ at a blind harse. 
Doos yer noddin’ mean yer comin’?” 

Nicolas’ throat felt a bit dry. He swallowed. “I’m sorry, sir. I… I don’t 
know….” Nicolas’ voice faded away. 

The little man nodded thoughtfully, turned, and began climbing the 
stairs. “Quit standin’ thar noddin’ yer head, lad, an’ c’mon.” He reached the 
top of the stairs and turned around to look at Nicolas, who still hadn’t 
moved. The little man waved his arm. “C’mon, laddy. I got us a bag o’ 
taddies ta fry oop with some onion, butter, an’ griddle cakes.” He smiled a 
great smile beneath his extraordinary moustache. “An’ as delicious as it 
sounds, ye can tek my word fer it, it’s better when it’s in yer belly.” The 
little man laughed. 

Nicolas took a deep breath. Almost with a mind of their own, his feet 
began walking toward the rickety stairs. When Nicolas got there, he 
stopped. It wasn’t so much the ramshackle-look of the stairway that made 
him hesitate. (After all, twelve year old boys don’t give much pause for 
safety’s sake). He hesitated out of disbelief. Even though they were sitting in 
front of him, the existence of the rickety stairs, and the cottage perched in 
the tree, and the little bespectacled man were so strange, so remarkably 
peculiar, Nicolas felt as if they all might vanish. 

“Dinnae worry,” laughed the little man. “These stairs are nothin’ fer a 
malinky longlegs lak you.” When he said the word, you, the little man pushed 
his lips out from underneath his abundant moustache and left them there 
for a moment, puckering them. He stared keenly through his monocle at 
Nicolas, and then, almost too quietly to hear, whispered, “Adventure always 
begins by takin’ a wee step far’ard, lad.” 

Nicolas looked down at the old wooden step in front of him and then 
up at the little man. I’m a wren, and today, he thought with a sudden sense of 
majestic resolve, I’m a king. 

The idea felt a little foolish, but foolish or not, it gave Nicolas a warm 
sense of daring. And he stood on the first step. And then another. And one 
by one, he climbed to the top. 

“Aha! Looks like ye ‘ave company, lad,” said the little man, looking past 
Nicolas, as he reached the top step. The boy turned his head and look back 
down the rickety stairs. There, three steps down, stood the Mistle Thrush. 
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“Mr. Thrush!” said Nicolas in cheery surprise. The bird bobbed its head 
and looked back at him with its shiny black eyes. 

“What, what?” asked the little man. “No, no, laddy. T’ain’t no thrush. 
That wee thing is Magnus Mungo Macaroobie, tho’ I jess call ‘im Magnus 
because it puckles me ta say his ‘ole name. He’s a kelpie, lad, a water spirit 
who came outta the dry stream ye crossed back along ta path. When it dried 
oop, Magnus shifted inta a baird, an’ now e’s stuck thatta way.” The little 
man put the back of his hand to the side of his mouth and said, “I think ‘e 
meant ta change inta a harse, but knowin’ Magnus, ‘e got lazy an’ dinae keep 
shiftin’.” This last sentence was said in a loud whisper, which clearly, 
Magnus the thrush heard. It hopped up and down and rapped its small beak 
indignantly against the wooden step until it was wedged firmly into a crack. 
The irritated bird wiggled back and forth and eventually sprang itself free. 

“A t’ousand pardons, Magnus,” said the little man gravely, bowing with 
a sweep of his arm, but as he said this, he winked slyly at Nicolas and began 
laughing until he was wiping tears from his eyes. “C’mon to ya both!” he 
called out as he ducked merrily inside the cottage. “These taddies woont fry 
themselves without a pan and a hot fire!” 

In spite of himself, and in spite of the absurdity of it all, Nicolas 
couldn’t help but laugh, too. A few hops and steps later, the boy and bird 
also disappeared inside the little man’s merry tree cottage, as the woods 
outside fell quiet and dark in the gloom of an early twilight. 

 
A malevolent shadow, unseen by the boy, the bird, or the little man, sat 

perched high up in the mammoth, dark and twisted tree just down the 
narrow path. Faint sounds of laughter wended their way through the 
forest’s murky nightfall. It beat its black wings, glowering at the merry tree 
cottage with beady eyes. 

The shadow cracked its sharp beak against the tree in anger. Its warning 
had been ignored. The boy-king had found the door. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

THE IRON DOOR 
 
 

nside the merry cottage, supper was as the little man 
promised—ruddy potatoes, sliced and fried in butter with sweet 
onions, tiny leaves of thyme, and coarse salt and pepper, all of 

which was swimming in a delicious bacon gravy. 
The little man busied himself, skipping about his cottage, stoking the 

fire, and nursing the deep iron skillet which sat over a grate in the small 
cottage’s fireplace. The entire time, he kept Nicolas—and Magnus the 
thrush, who sat contentedly next to Nicolas on a low bench near the 
hearth—entertained with wild stories about the woods, here and there 
interrupted by silly jokes, which always seemed to make the little man laugh 
until tears trickled down his ruddy cheeks. He served up supper in tin plates 
with flat griddle cakes, which could be broken apart to use as dippers and 
scoops. Magnus enjoyably pecked away at a pile of assorted seeds the little 
man set next to him, then hopped onto the little man’s lap when the last 
seed had been swallowed. Nicolas, who hadn’t realized how hungry he was 
until the smell of frying onions and potatoes had filled the cottage, tucked 
into the warm food as if he hadn’t had a bite all day. 

 
After supper was eaten—with three, steaming helpings for Nicolas—

and the empty plates were tossed into the skillet, the little man poured hot 
apple cider into two clay mugs, spiced them with sticks of cinnamon, and 
sat back in a small armchair by the fire. He kicked off his boots, propped 
up his feet on a stool, and waggled his fat toes while quietly sipping his 
drink. For the first time that evening, he fell silent. 

Nicolas sat on a low wooden bench pulled near the fire, listening to the 

I 
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cold breeze outside rustle and swish through the great oak’s branches, and 
watching the fire’s hot flames snap and crackle, slowly breaking apart the 
charring logs one at a time. The pleasant fire reminded him of the fireplace 
in his father’s study, and with a start, he sat up, worried about the late hour. 

The little man turned his head and gave Nicolas a knowing look. 
“Dunna worry aboot yer home, lad,” he said quietly. “It’ll stay wer it always 
was, an’ it’ll still be thar fer ye when ye return.” He leaned back and gazed 
into the flames. “Time, ya see, flows a bit different in these woods.” 

Nicolas didn’t reply. He slowly settled back onto the bench, baffled by 
the little man’s comment which had seemed to read his mind. I don’t suppose 
it’s really that late. I can’t have been here too long, he thought to himself. Nicolas 
looked out of the cottage’s dirty windows. It was dark outside, and little 
could be seen. Must be storm clouds, he imagined. It can’t be that late, he thought 
again, but this time, he felt a bit more worried. 

“I’m not readin’ yer mind,” said the little man matter-of-factly, as if that 
was exactly what he was doing. “It’s easy ta guess what yer thinkin’, lad, but 
ya needn’t be troubled. Ye are where yer supposed ta be an’ when yer 
supposed ta be, but …,” he paused thoughtfully and reached for a pipe 
laying on a shelf close by, “I imagine that’ll merit some explainin’.” 

He packed his pipe carefully, lit it with a glowing twig plucked from the 
fire, and eased back, puffing away until pipe-smoke gently circled his bald 
head. “The fact is, lad, I was expectin’ ye fer supper. I asked Magnus,” and 
here, the bird looked up and bowed its small head at Nicolas, “ta make sure 
ye found yer way here. Ta path narrows a bit, and these woods can be a bit 
dark an’ dodgy at times. In any case,” he gave his pipe three good puffs, 
“yer here now, an’ lak I said, that merits some explanation.” The little man 
paused, puffed his pipe a bit more, and looked at Nicolas as if waiting for a 
reply. 

Nicolas’ mum, Sarah Bennett, had always said one of Nicolas’ best traits 
was that he kept his mouth shut until he had something to say. “An unusual 
quality for children,” she’d say to him with her delightful smile, cupping his 
face in her warm hands. This evening, as he sat listening to the remarkable 
little man, Nicolas stayed true to form. He couldn’t think of anything to say, 
so he kept quiet. 

After a few moments had passed, the little man slowly nodded his head 
and continued. “I am Baatunde, which means,” he paused for full effect, 
“Return of the Father.” Baatunde leaned forward and stuck out his hand. 
Politely, Nicolas shook it. 

“I’m Nicolas,” he said. 
“Well, ‘o course yer Nicolas!” laughed the little man. “Who else would ye 

be?” He settled back, chuckling to himself and puffing his pipe. “Ma name 
is Baatunde and that is who I am,” he said again, as if it were the beginning 
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of a story, “an’ I’m not from ‘ere, although I’ve been ‘ere, in yer world, a 
long, long time. I arrived aboot seventy-two years ago, long before ye were 
even baern.” He waved his hand about. The pipe smoke swept away and 
gathered itself among the ceiling’s eaves. “I arrived long before much was 
‘ere, ‘cept these woods an’ ta footpath. I ‘aven’t had too many visitors, my 
boy, but,” he chuckled, “I keep ma own time, an’ I daenna mind ma own 
company.” Saying this, Baatunde stared into the fire for a long time, 
sometimes muttering to himself and sometimes puffing vigorously on his 
pipe. 

Finally, Magnus pecked at the little man’s hand. “Ouch!” he exclaimed. 
He glanced over at Nicolas. “Apologies, ma boy. I’m not the lively young 
man I used ta be. Sometimes ma t’oughts choose thar own path.” He 
sighed. “These past eleven years an’ a day, I’ve been waitin’ fer you, Nicolas, 
ta arrive fer supper.” Baatunde smiled warmly. 

As bewildered as Nicolas felt, he also, curiously, felt safe. 
“Ya see, ma boy, I’m a Gatekeeper o’ sorts, like ta rest o’ me family, an’ 

it’s long been our job ta look after t’ings, an’ ta make sure ta right t’ings pass 
troo ta Iron Door, an’ ta wrong t’ings stay put. Yer world, like ma own, has 
doors in it, so ta speak, an’ t’ings can travel troo those doors.” He took 
several gulps of cider and puffed his pipe briskly, softly ringing the silver 
bells at the end of his moustache. 

Nicolas didn’t want to sound dumb, but finally, he spoke. “I don’t think 
I understand, Mr. Baatunde. What ‘doors’?” 

“Hmmm,” Baatunde mused, “well, ‘doors’ is per’aps not ta best word, 
but….” He interrupted himself, pouring more hot cider into his mug. “I 
‘ave ta admit, lad, I ‘aven’t ‘ad ta explain it before this.” Saying that, 
Baatunde threw his bald head back and laughed. “I guess it all sounds a bit 
daff. Here, let me try it another way. Imagine two worlds, lad. They sit next 
ta each other, like two lovebirds cleverly holdin’ hands. They’re different, 
but what effects one, effects the other. If one lovebird cries, ta other 
lovebird cries. If one laughs, ta other laughs. If one sneezes, ta other gets 
wet. Thar separate but tangled, ya see? An’ that’s ‘ow yer world an’ ma 
world exist, like lovebirds ‘oldin’ ‘ands.” 

At this, Baatunde stuck his pipe in his mouth and linked his hands 
together. “A door is lak these ‘ands,” he said through clenched teeth, “an’ 
t’ings can move between ta worlds, lak a squeeze through a finger.” He 
grabbed the bowl of his pipe with one hand, and waved the other between 
Nicolas and himself. “So ya see, lad, ye an’ I are sitting on ta tips o’ one o’ 
them fingers.” His smile was so big, and self-gratifying, Nicolas couldn’t 
help but smile back and nod his head, as if it all made sense. 

“So,” offered Nicolas hesitantly, “these woods are like a ‘door’ to 
another world.” 

“Not exactly,” replied Baatunde, pursing his lips. “More precisely, ta 
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door sitting over in that corner is the door, an’ it doesn’t jus’ lead ta just any 
other world. It leads, my boy, ta Telluric Grand.” 

When Baatunde said, “Telluric Grand,” he waved both his hands 
reverently in the air, as if he were actually going to conjure a strange world 
right out of the pipe-smoke hanging above him. Magnus stood up in 
Baatunde’s lap, bobbed its head, shook out its tail-feathers, and settled back 
down. 

Nicolas looked over Baatunde’s shoulder for the door. 
Shadowed silhouettes danced among the cottage’s clutter of pots, a 

spare pair of boots, a woodsman’s axe, a stack of ancient-looking books, a 
hunting knife stuck in a whittling stick, a loop of rope, a dented storm 
lantern, a large water pail, and Baatunde’s cloak, among other odds and 
ends. All of which were hanging on pegs, or sitting on bowed shelves, or 
piled on the floor. Hidden partially behind the hanging cloak, Nicolas finally 
spotted the door. It wasn’t really a proper door, set in a frame with a knob 
and hinges, but more like an oval hatch one might find aboard a ship. It was 
hard to see in the dim light, but the door looked to be made of thick, pitted, 
black iron, reminding Nicolas of the deep cast-iron skillet in which his mum 
would make soft biscuits or fry up sausage or bacon. A single hinge—as 
large as a loaf of bread—was bolted to the wall. Four, large bars criss-
crossed the door in different directions and came together in its center. 
Engraved into each bar, and written with gold, Nicolas could see some kind 
of scrolled writing in bizarre letters. Where the bars crossed, like the hub of 
a wheel, was a thick-plated gear with six points. Like the bars, it also had a 
scrolled engraving inlaid with gold, but Nicolas could see this engraving 
more clearly, and its lettering was familiar. Suthron, he read silently to 
himself, although he didn’t know what it meant. 

“Oh,” Nicolas finally said as he looked meekly back at Baatunde, who 
now had a strange look in his eye. 

“Hmph,” muttered Baatunde and began briskly puffing his pipe. After a 
few minutes passed, Baatunde pulled his pipe from his mouth and pointed 
its stem at Nicolas. “Ye ‘ave no idea, do ya, lad?” 

Perplexed, Nicolas asked, “What do you mean?” 
“Ye ‘ave been starin’ at that t’ing fer at least an hour, lad!” 
Nicolas tucked in his chin. “I have not!” he replied. “I only glanced at 

it.” 
“Glancin’ suggests a short amount o’ time, lad, boot ta t’ing aboot Time 

is that it can stretch from short ta long dependin’ on where ye are.” 
“That makes no sense,” said Nicolas. “I’ve been sitting right here!” 
“Ha!” hooted Baatunde. “I know ya been sittin’ right ‘ere, boot that 

dinnae mean Time dinnae stretch.” He wrinkled up his face and spread his 
little arms as far apart as they would go. “In a manner o’ speakin’, lad, jes ba 
lookin’ at ta door, ye were in a place where Time slows down. It stretches 
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out!” he exclaimed as he wiggled the tips of his fingers. 
Nicolas’ eyes were wide. He still didn’t really understand what the little 

man was saying. “Have I stretched out?” he asked nervously. 
“No! Bless ye!” roared Baatunde, who began slapping his knees in hearty 

peals of laughter. “Bless yer innocent ‘art, lad!” He laughed so hard, the 
bells at the ends of his moustache suddenly became tangled. He tried to 
undo them in between guffaws, but by this time, he was nearly blind from 
the flood of tears, and he managed to make all of it worse by accidentally 
weaving his pipestem into the moustache’s braids. By trying to disentangle 
his pipe, he showered hot embers all over his lap. Magnus, who had 
become alarmed when Baatunde began slapping his knees, now shot 
straight into the air, and beat its wings about Baatunde’s bald head, 
squawking loudly with indignation. Baatunde leapt up, shaking the burning 
embers out of his lap and tried to ward off Magnus’ battering. Almost 
instantly, the tangled ends of Baatunde’s moustache caught the corner of 
his armchair, throwing him off balance. The little man crashed over the 
furniture into a heap of smoke, ashes, bells, and moustache braids. 

“Codswallup!” Nicolas heard him declare. Then, in a much more 
mournful voice, “I broke ma pipe. I broke ma pipe.” Baatunde rolled over 
and slowly sat up, glumly showing Nicolas the pipe stem in one hand and 
the pipe bowl in the other. Nicolas helped the little man back up to his feet. 
He then uprighted the overturned armchair, into which Baatunde promptly 
plopped back down. Magnus, perhaps the wiser, perched on the thick 
mantle and preened his feathers. 

“I’m sorry about your pipe,” said Nicolas. He tried not to laugh himself 
when Baatunde had been flailing about and falling all over himself. But he 
was sorry the little man broke his pipe. “Do you have another?” he asked. 

Baatunde’s eyes lit up. “I do!” he shouted and slammed a clenched fist 
into the palm of his hand. He hopped out of his seat and began rummaging 
through a beat-up tin which sat on a shelf near the mantle. Before long, he 
was proudly waving another pipe in the air. “Tickety-boo!” he shouted. 
“Tickety-boo! As long as I ‘ave a pipe, ta laughter was worth ta misfortune.” 

 
Shortly, Baatunde had mushrooms of smoke issuing from the bowl of 

his newfound pipe, and he turned to Nicolas once again. “I realize what I’m 
sayin’ is na easy, lad. Time is like a landscape, rollin’ and changin’ with 
mountains an’ crags an’ tricky moors. Quit thinkin’ aboot Time as a long 
straight line which takes us from mornin’ ta nightfall. It isn’t. Instead, Lord 
Time curves an’ winds an’ rambles endlessly on, lak uneven cobbles pavin’ a 
king’s road.” 

He paused, pushing a few more smoky mushrooms out of his 
pipe.“T’ink of Time lak ta footpath ye were on, my boy. It moved ye for’ard 
even tho’ it turned ye right an’ left.” Baatunde said this while waving an arm 
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back and forth, snapping his fingers. “Time is not a matter o’ evenly 
measured days, lad. It’s na even a matter o’ direction. It’s a matter of distance. 
Distance that grows larger and squeezes smaller.” By this time, the pipe 
smoke had grown so thick, Baatunde seemed to disappear with the end of 
his last sentence. 

Nicolas turned and stared blankly into the fire, trying to make sense of 
what the little man was saying. How can time not measure … time? he thought 
with some exasperation. 

Baatunde’s eyes appeared through the smoke. They looked round as tea 
saucers, and Nicolas leaned back. With a whisper, the little man said, 
“Careful, laddy. Time is not whot it seems ta be. Everythin’ ta do with 
Time,” he said as his eyes vanished back into whorls of smoke “... depends 
entirely on where your feet stand.” 

 
Nicolas was unsure of what to say next. He felt uncomfortable, and he 

didn’t dare look at the mysterious iron door again. Suddenly, he sat upright. 
“You said you have been ‘waiting’ for me. What did you mean by that?” 

Baatunde waved his hand, clearing some of the smoke away. “I did say 
that, didn’t I. Well, lad,” he said as he knocked the ash out of his pipe and 
into the fire’s coals. “Lak I also said, I’m a gatekeeper o’ sorts, an’ that 
thar,” he pointed a thick finger at the iron door, “is ma gate. As a 
gatekeeper, I’ve got an idea aboot those t’ings which need to pass through 
ma gate, an’ those t’ings which should nat pass through.” He grinned 
mischievously and winked. “An’ you, ma boy, are one o’ those t’ings which 
are meant ta pass through.” 

“Pass through?” asked Nicolas. “You mean I’m supposed to go through 
the door?” He felt a knot in his stomach. Part nervous and part excited. 

“Hmmm,” mused Baatunde, looking at him with a raised eyebrow and 
cocking his head to one side. “Yer not a kelpie, lak Magnus o’er there, lad.” 
He paused and stood up, placing both hands on his hips. “Ye are a …wren. 
I know it!” 

Nicolas sat there in astonishment. “That’s what I’ve been telling 
myself!” he practically shouted. 

“I know, lad, an’ yer as right as spring rain!” 
“I’ve been telling myself I’m a wren today,” said Nicolas. Then, shyly, 

“it’s my birthday, you know.” 
“I know, lad! I know!” replied the little man, dancing about. He waved 

his arms in the air and laughed. “An’ now yer here lak ya should be.” 
Nicolas swallowed and felt nervous again. “What’s through the door, 

Baatunde?” 
“Telluric Grand is thru ta door, jus’ lak I said.” 
“But I don’t have time,” Nicolas said, thinking of his parents and 

wondering if he was already late. 
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“O’ course ye don’t ‘ave time, lad! No one has Time!” exclaimed 
Baatunde. The little man stopped dancing about and looked closely at the 
boy. “Dinnae worry, ma boy. Ta door will give ye Time. I promise. When ye 
return, I’ll be ‘ere, an’ Magnus will be ‘ere.” He paused, taking a deep 
breath. “What do ya say, lad?” 

Nicolas looked down at his boots. I’m a wren, he thought earnestly. I’m a 
wren. He looked up. “What’s it look like inside?” 

Baatunde’s face fell. He spoke slowly—grimly—emphasizing each word 
with his thick, Scottish-like accent. “I won’t lie to ye, ma boy. Beyond ta 
door, it’s as blak as the Earl o’ Hell’s waistcoat.” The little man clasped his 
hands tightly together. His eyes narrowed, and he looked about the small 
cottage suspiciously as if someone, or something, might be spying on them 
from the shadows. “An’,” he added, quietly through clenched teeth, “ ‘tis a 
place with dragons.” 

Nicolas stood to his feet, his shoulders tense. A light sweat broke out on 
his forehead. He dug a hand into his pocket and pulled out the coppery leaf. 
He held it up in front of the little man. “Have you ever seen one of these?” 

Baatunde looked bleakly but steadily at the strange leaf. “Aye,” he said. 
“That I ‘ave.” 

Nicolas swallowed. “Does this come from the land beyond the door?” 
Baatunde nodded slowly. “Aye. It does.” 
Nicolas could think of only one other question. It was almost a whisper. 

“Did you know my grandfather?” 
The little man stared at the boy for a moment, but he didn’t answer the 

question right away. Instead, he asked his own. “Ye ‘ave a king’s coin in yer 
pocket. Am I right, lad?” 

Nicolas thought about the rocking horse crown coin—the coin with an 
image of St. George slaying a dragon he had taken from the chest in his 
attic bedroom. “Yes,” he replied. “I do.” 

“So too did yer gran’ pappie, my boy” Baatunde said quietly. “Ye are a 
wee wren, Nicolas, but,” he lifted his chest and stood a bit straighter, “ye 
may also be a king.” His voice sounded slightly sad but solemn, too. As he 
spoke, Nicolas felt a warm wave of courage inside him. 

Grandfather Bennett must have been here. He must have gone through 
the iron door. He must have gone to the place with dragons.  

 
Nicolas clenched his teeth. “Alright,” he said firmly. “I’ll go.” 
Baatunde relaxed and broke into a warm smile. He settled back in his 

armchair. “Yer a jammy duffer, lad,” he said, winking at Nicolas. He hit his 
knee with one of his ham-sized fists. “Now listen carefully. This is what ye 
must do. Ta open ta door, turn that grimlock—that’s ta gear-lookin’ t’ing 
on ta front o’ ta door—anti-clockwise. It’ll open on its own. An’ when that 
‘appens, step on t’roo lak it was yer own front door.” 
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Nicolas nodded nervously. 
Baatunde waved Nicolas closer and cupped his hand next to his mouth. 

In a whisper, he said, “When yer t’roo, set out ta find a man named Aldus 
Ward. Show ‘im what ye ‘ave in yer pocket. ‘E’ll explain t’ings to ye, an’ he’ll 
know what ta do.” Baatunde turned and sank back down in his armchair as 
if he was exhausted, but he also looked peaceful again. His eyes were lost in 
the fireplace’s glowing embers, but in a low and steady voice, the little man 
shared one last thought. “Dinnae worry, Nicolas. I’ll be ‘ere when ye 
return.” 

Nicolas took a deep breath. He looked up at Magnus. The thrush still sat 
perched on the mantle. It looked back at the boy with shiny black eyes and 
gave him a simple nod. 

The boy laced his boots tight, then stood up. Purposefully, he turned 
toward the iron door and took a few steps forward. The cold, pitted iron of 
the gear-lock filled his hand. He turned it counterclockwise and let go. 

Silently, the door swung open. 
Before there was time to take a last look at the little man sitting by the 

fire, the boy was through the door. And gone. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

THE TALL MAN AND THE DONKEY 
 
 

ot far from Nicolas’ home in Plumpton Head, the River 
Eamont pours merrily out of the ribbon lake of Ullswater. 
Here the lake is overlooked by the wooded bluff of 

Dunmallard Hill on which sits an ancient fort. Once free of the lake’s 
boundaries, the River Eamont makes its way through the gentle county of 
Cumbria in northwestern England. 

In late spring, Peter Bennett would sometimes take Nicolas to a favorite 
fishing spot outside the small hamlet of Eamont Bridge, situated south of 
Penrith, along the River Eamont’s peaceful banks. They would spend the 
day fishing for brown trout and eating a picnic Mrs. Bennett had made of 
thick roast beef sandwiches and Wookey Hole Cave Aged Farmhouse 
cheddar cheese from Dorset. Nicolas loved to watch the clear water babble 
over its smooth gravel bed, and if the trout weren’t biting, he and his father 
would roll up their pants’ legs and wade about, splashing each other with 
the icy water and laughing. 

On one such visit the year before, Mr. Bennett and Nicolas had walked 
along the riverbank to the old stone bridge spanning the river’s cold waters. 
They had stood there, watching the running water swirl and eddy around its 
time-worn stone pillars. After several minutes, his father had quietly said, 
“This small village is where Ealdred son of Ealdwulf met with other olden 
kings. They decided to form the Kingdom of England.” He looked at his 
son. “Our country is like this river, lad. New waters flow inside its banks 
every day, but the rocks and banks and bends which make the river what it 
really is, are very old.” 

They had walked in thoughtful silence back to their fishing spot and 

N 
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waded out into the splashes and splatters of the River Eamont’s running 
waters, Nicolas had imagined he was a feudal knight, crossing the river to 
assemble with great kings, chieftains, and Lairds of old. 

A moment later, a frigid splash of water from his father had shocked 
him out of his daydream, and laughing, he splashed his father back. 

Now, as Nicolas stepped through the dark iron door inside Baatunde’s 
tree cottage, he instantly thought about that day with his father. He thought 
about the quaint village of Eamont Bridge. About the cold waters swirling 
beneath the stone bridge. 

These memories came to mind for a simple reason. It was the cruelness 
of the cold. 

The first thing Nicolas felt as he stepped through the mysterious black 
door was a sense of terrible, fearsome cold. 

It wasn’t the kind of cold he had felt many times, trudging to school 
through grey winter mornings, bundled in cozy clothes, with only his green 
eyes peeping out over a snugly knitted scarf. This cold—the cold beyond 
the door—was the kind he had felt when wading into the icy water of the 
River Eamont with his father. When the muscles in his bare legs tightened 
as almost painful iciness splashed and pushed against them. When his toes 
lost their feeling. When all the warmth in his body seemed to flow out from 
him and into the rippling, murmuring water. When his lips spluttered 
together, and he gasped as if his heart and lungs were going to stop 
working. 

It was that kind of cold. 
Stepping through the iron door, Nicolas felt as if he had fallen headfirst 

into the bitter cold water of the ancient River Eamont. 
And it was dark, too. 
It was the inky darkness of his attic bedroom on a moonless night after 

everyone had gone to bed downstairs, and the world lay silent and asleep. It 
was the dreadful dark of the deep Irish Sea Nicolas’ mum would tell him 
about with stories of evil water wraiths with withered faces, pulling down 
unlucky swimmers into the fathomless depths. It was the fearful dark of the 
nearby Penrith Castle ruins, where his father said a wiry, small, and wicked 
demon lived in deep shadows with rust-red iron claws and a scarlet bonnet 
dipped in the blood of its victims. 

It was that kind of dark. 
Stepping through the iron door was agonizing cold and nightmare dark. 

As Nicolas shook violently, gasping for breath, he curiously thought of 
his fishing trips to the River Eamont. His thoughts seemed to float away 
from his body. He once again imagined he was an elder-born knight, 
crossing a cold, dark river to meet with great kings, chieftains, and Lairds. 
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